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C. Steven Yerrid became a trial lawyer to make a difference. In an impressive career that spans
more than twenty-five years , he has done just that. While successfully litigating virtually all types
of civil cases, Yerrid has been the champion of those without the money and power usually
necessary to battle corporate giants and win.In WHEN JUSTICE PREVAILS (Yorkville Press;
July 2003; $26.95 hardcover), Steve Yerrid presents eight of his most dramatic and challenging
cases. Although they involve many different areas of the law - from the State of Florida s
landmark case against "Big Tobacco," to medical malpractice, personal injury, product liability,
maritime catastrophe, and intellectual property law  they all share a common thread. Yerrid
states, "Each one is a testament to the endurance of the human spirit. It is reflected in the
victims ability to overcome personal tragedy and loss, as well as in the jurors struggle to find
the truth and deliver a just verdict."A page-turning work of legal nonfiction, WHEN JUSTICE
PREVAILS depicts in vivid detail the dramatic, often heartbreaking stories of Yerrid s clients.
Writing compellingly about his own thoughts as he decides to take on each case, Yerrid offers
insight into how he builds and executes his legal strategies, from opening remarks to the
verbatim presentations of his emotionally charged closing arguments. Rarely have readers been
given such direct access to all the fascinating moments of real-life trials  the sparring of the
lawyers, the testimony of the witnesses, the turning points of cross-examination, and the behind-
the-scenes maneuverings of both Yerrid and his opponents.

.... absorbing reading for trial fans, .... inside details, real-life testimony, closing arguments,
insight into how good trial lawyers think ... --Library Journal, July 3, 2003About the AuthorSteve
Yerrid is recognized as one of America s top trial lawyers. Throughout his career he has
distinguished himself as a passionate victim s advocate. As a jury trial lawyer, he has obtained
numerous million-dollar verdicts and settlements for individuals who have been injured or killed
by the negligence of others. In 1995, he was invited to join the elite eleven-member legal team of
private lawyers to help the State of Florida fight "Big Tobacco," a challenge of insurmountable
measure. The tobacco industry settled for the largest monetary settlement in history at that time.
Mr. Yerrid is the Chairman of the Board of The Yerrid Foundation, a not for profit foundation
developed to promote the interests and welfare of public charities, with an emphasis on
children s issues. Mr. Yerrid continues his work as a trial lawyer and lives in Tampa, Florida.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Awesome product, Great Seller”

ron hathaway, “Five Stars. great addon”

Lost and Damned, “A worthwhile addition to the Wrath of the Righteous Pathfinder Adventure
Card Game Base Set. First let me provide an overview of the Pathfinder Adventure Card
Game.This is a game where you can have 1 to 4 players (up to 6 with the addition of the
Character Add on packs) each with a preconstructed deck of cards you selected before play
begins.You then build an adventure based on a selection of cards the adventure card tells you to
use.The main starter set has a set of basic level adventures, and the first adventure pack.This is
the 4th adventure pack for the Wrath of the Righteous Base Set (sold separately), it provides
new adventure scenarios, villains, henchmen, monsters, Non Player Characters, obstacles,
treasures, equipment and blessing cards that are more complex and tougher then in the Base
Game and previous 3 adventure packs.Without the base game, this set of cards are fairly
useless, you can use them with other base sets if you wish to create your own adventures, but
this set is specifically tailored for the WotR set.The quality of the cards themselves is decent,
though they will scuff quickly with regular usage, I'd recommend getting clear card sleeves to
sleeve them in, but bare in mind, the sleeved cards will not fit back into the box properly, nor will
they fit into the base games tray liner once you have several sets of cards.Overall, it's a great
addition to the WotR Base set, and worth while picking up, though I wouldn't recommend them if
you don't have that base game, so 4 stars due to that specific requirement along with the
scuffing issue (an issue most Card Games suffer from to be fair).”

Phil, “Great product. excellent product you will be hooked”

The book by C. Steven Yerrid has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 27 people have provided feedback.
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